Text: II Samuel 23:1-2, Psalm 1
Subject: The Way of the Righteous
Dole Notes: Volume: 3  Chapter: 81  Page: 356
Age Group: Beginners: 3-5

**basic supplies:**
- scissors
- glue
- markers
- paper
- paint

**materials:**
- black and white construction paper
- cardboard (optional)
- pencils
- scissors
- glue

**teacher preparation:**
- make sample
- make cardboard patterns to trace if desired
- cut black paper in half width wise
- write out copies of verse 2

**procedure:**
- fold black paper in half
- draw (or trace) a half- heart shape
- draw (or trace) a half- WORD shape
- cut out heart and WORD
- unfold and arrange on white paper as a positive-negative (day-night) and glue
- glue verse 2 to bottom or back

**notes:**

**MUSIC:** first songs: p. 37 top
Lori's tape: One Book (Tape III)
Liturgy: 602, 579